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ABSTRACT

In recent years human-machine interaction has increased
its importance. One approach to an ideal human-machine
interaction is develop a multi-modal system behaves like
human-beings. This paper introduces an overview on
multimodal corpora which are currently developed in
Japan for the purpose. The paper describes database of
1)Multi-modal interaction, 2)Audio-visual speech, 3)Spo-
ken dialogue with multiple speakers, 4)Gesture of sign lan-
guage and 5)Sound scene data in real acoustic environ-
ments.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years human-machine interaction has increased
its importance. One approach to an ideal human-machine
interaction is to develop a system with human-like behav-
ior. Speech interaction is the important modality from
a viewpoint of carrying an human intension and mean-
ings. However, mouth, eye, face, head movements and ges-
tures also play very important roles in the natural inter-
action. Although technologies concerning on LVCSR and
TTS had accomplished remarkable progress, those tech-
nologies are unfortunately insufficient for natural human-
machine interaction. Thus it should be the most impor-
tant for machines to integrate multi-modal information to
realize natural human-machine interaction in a real world.
However, even on an acoustic modality, conventional re-
search only dealt with monaural clean speech uttered by a
single speaker. We should deal with multiple speakers in a
real world. Furthermore there are various kinds of noises
and reverberation in the real world. There are almost no
database on acoustic environments including noises and
reverberation. This paper introduces an overview on mul-
timodal corpora which are currently developed in Japan.
The paper describes database of 1)Multi-modal interac-
tion, 2)Audio-visual speech, 3)Spoken dialogue with multi-
ple speakers, 4)Gesture of sign language and 5)Sound scene
data in real acoustic environments.

2. MULTIMODAL INTERACTION
DATABASE

2.1. Background and Objectives

We, human beings are communicating each other by ex-
changing verbal and nonverbal information such as fa-
cial expressions, gestures, gaze, and intensity and pitch
of speech. The analyses of how such various information is

Figure 1. Overview of Multi-Modal Data Collec-
tion System

integrated in one person, or interacted between a speaker
and a listener, provide insights not only for understand-
ing human behavior but also for designing man-machine
interfaces. We are interested in developing multimodal
man-machine interface in order to make interaction be-
tween human and computer more natural and active. To
achieve this goal, we have taken an approach of modeling
human behaviors in the context of ordinary face-to-face
conversations [1, 2]. This section describes a physical con-
figuration of our multimodal interaction database. The
database is a collection of two-people conversation data
which contain speech, movie, motion data (3D positions
for 18 body parts) and speech transcripts. The database
will provide a source for analyzing the relation among var-
ious multi-modalities observed in one individual, and also
the interaction between the two.

2.2. Data Collection

In order to construct multimodal interaction database, we
have implemented a system which utilizes video and audio
recording equipments, and optical motion sensing device
to capture verbal and nonverbal information in interper-
sonal communication[3]. Figure 1 shows an overview of

Figure 2. Examples of Multi-Modal Image Data
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the data collection system. In this system, two persons are
seated in different location, and talk each other through 29
inch monitors. The video images displayed on the moni-
tor are reflected by a half mirror, and two video cameras
are set behind the mirror: one is for upper body motions,
and the other is for zooming out for taking body motions.
Each movie is recorded by analog VTRs (betacam). They
are controlled by a PC and synchronized. The recorded
movie data are then converted to digital movie data. The
image size of a movie is 320 x 240, and its sampling rate
is 30 frames /sec. The audio sampling rate is 16kHz. Mo-
tion sensing device measures 3D positions for the markers
attached on the 18 positions on the upper body, including
head top, shoulders, elbows and hands. Each marker is
taken by 5 infrared cameras for each subject. The marker
positions are traced optically at 60 frames /sec. The movie
data and the motion data are synchronized with a sound
signal at the beginning. For one conversation, two movies
and 18 markers’ position data are stored in the database as
raw data. Based on the raw data, more detailed data can
be acquired. For example, from audio data, intensity and
pitch of speech are calculated; and speech is transcribed.
From motion data, on the assumption that a human body
is constructed by 8 segments: right arm, left arm, right
upper arm, left upper arm, right hand, left hand, head and
body, each segment position and direction can be calcu-
lated from the maker positions for the segments.

2.3. Multimodal Interaction Database

Such motion, movie and speech data are all synchronized
along a common time scale, and stored in a database. Fig-
ure 2 shows an example of movies in the database. We
have so far collected 14 pairs of spontaneous speech (10min
/person x 28 persons). The persons of each pair are well
known each other so that their talking style is very nat-
ural, friendly and active. Using the database, we have
found that there is a significant correlation between the
beginning of speaking turn and head movements. We have
been continuing analyses for the relation between motions
and speech. The database should provide a source for the
analyses of human behavior in conversation, and for mod-
eling man-machine interactions to achieve more advanced
interfaces between humans and computers.

3. AUDIO-VISUAL SPEECH CORPORA

3.1. Background and Objectives

Speech recognition performance has been drastically im-
proved recently. However, it is also well-known that the
performance will be seriously degraded if the system is ex-
posed in noisy environments. Humans pay attention not
only to speaker’s speech but also to speaker’s mouth in
such adverse environments. The lip reading is the extreme
case if it is impossible to get any audio signal. This sug-
gests a fact that speech recognition can be improved by
incorporating mouth images. This kind of bi-modal inte-
gration is available in almost every situation. For instance,
the recognition accuracy for voiced consonants /b/,/d/,/g/
can be improved by incorporating lip image information,
since lip closure for bilabial phonemes is relatively easy
to discriminate using image information. On the other
hand, lip movement can play a significant role in human-
machine communication. If lip movements are synthesized

Table 1. Audio-visual database
File format SGI movie

Speaker One female speaker

Utterances ATR 5240 Japanese words

Audio sampling: 16bit, 48 [kHz]

Visual
sampling rate : 30 [frames/sec]
size : 160×120
color quality : 8 bit RGB

well enough to do lip-reading, hearing impaired people may
be able to recover auditory information from the visualized
computer agent.

Bimodal speech processing such as bimodal speech recog-
nition and talking face generation from speech input is
a promising approach to natural human interface. Thus
database collection is a crucial issue for the research. Two
kinds of bimodal speech database are collected[4, 5]. First
one is speech and talking face image data for bimodal
speech recognition. The second is speech and talking face
position data for speech-to-lip generation.

3.2. Database for Bimodal Speech Recognition

Table 1 shows the specification of the database. Video
recording is performed at a sound-proof room and lighting
is set from the front. The head is not fixed but the speaker
is requested to attach her back to the seat.

Moreover, the speaker is also requested to close a mouth
before and after utterance. We observed the difference of
lighting conditions, size of lips, and inclination of a face ev-
ery utterance words, since the video recording is conducted
over two or more days.

3.3. Database for Talking Face

Generally speaking, it is necessary to collect more precise
data of face positions for the talking face generation. The
data also should synchronize to a frame rate of speech pro-
cessing. Then we collected using the OPTOTRAK sys-
tem. Speech and 3-D lip position data for male and fe-
male speakers of Japanese are recorded at 125Hz using
the OPTOTRAK, 3-D position sensoring system. These
3-D positions are transformed into the visual parameters
height(X),width(Y) of the outer lip contour and protru-
sion(Z) based on five parameters of the 3-D lip model.
The audio-parameter has 33 dimensions of 16-order Mel-
Cepstral coefficients, their delta coefficients and the delta
log power.

4. MULTI-PARTY MULTILINGUAL
CONVERSATION CORPORA

4.1. Background and Objectives

ATR Interpreting Telecommunications Research Laborato-
ries collected multiparty multilingual conversational speech
data for discussing the issues of communication flow,
speaker and hearer identification, the type of speech in-
teraction, and information sharing among translation sys-
tems. Two kinds of data collections are conducted. One
is to collect Japanese monolingual conversations by four
participants. The other is to collect multilingual conversa-
tions by four participants of different languages (English,
German, Korean and Japanese) through six interpreters as
shown in Figure 3.



4.2. Domain/tasks in conversations

The domain involves travel conversations at a hotel or a
travel agency; this task is selected because of its familiarity
to people, and its expected use in future speech translation
systems. The task of multiparty conversation involves ne-
gotiation on hotel room arrangements among an agent at
the headquarters of the travel agency and three agents at
each county branch.

In this data collection experiments, the agent at the
headquarters of the travel agency is assumed to be the
chairperson of the multiparty conversation. However,
multi-lateral communication flow is adopted, i.e., every
participant could utter to any other participants.

4.3. Data collection experiments

As multiparty monolingual conversation data, 16 conver-
sations are collected in a quiet office room. As multiparty
multilingual conversation data, 16 conversations are col-
lected in a quiet office room. All of them are recorded
on digital audio tapes and Hi8 video tapes. From mul-
tiparty monolingual conversation data, Japanese part in
three conversations is transcribed. From multiparty mul-
tilingual conversation data, English and Japanese parts in
three conversations are transcribed.

4.4. Characteristics of multiparty conversations

Multi-lateral communication flow is naturally realized in
the data collection experiments. In multiparty conversa-
tions, speakers tended to express the name of the speaker
own and/or the expected hearer explicitly for clarify the
message. The signals for interruptions, confirmations and
agreements tended to be increased rather than those of
dialogues by two participants.

4.5. Discussions on the issues of translation

As shown in Figure 3, the message of participants are trans-
lated through independent speech translation systems, i.e.,
interpreters. Let us consider the following case. For exam-
ple, a Japanese participant uttered something to an En-
glish participant. Next, the English participant uttered
something to a German participant using a pronoun. An
English-to-German interpreter did not always understand
the referent of the pronoun. This caused incorrect trans-
lation. In this experiment, this kinds of phenomena could
be found.

5. RWC GESTURE CORPORA

5.1. Background and Objectives

It is important for a computer to understand human ges-
tures and to support more natural and smooth communi-
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Figure 3. Overview of Multi-Party Data

cation. A common gesture database as a shared resource
is necessary to develop a gesture recognition system. Un-
der the RWC (Real World Computing) Program, a mul-
timodal database which consists of image data of human
gestures and corresponding speech data is developed for
the research and development of multimodal interaction
system[8]. The gestures and speech collected are the ones
which convey agreement or disagreement, and indicate di-
rection and relative size, etc. There are 48 subjects in-
cluded in the database. Then RWC gesture database have
been collected. The gestures are words and sentences of
Japanese sign language. They have been collected in order
to develop and evaluate gesture recognition systems.

5.2. Contents

The gesture database are the image data of motion movies
of an upper human doby form the waist up. The gestures
are selected from the words and sentences of Japanese sign
language.

There are 3 sets of gesture database. The first set con-
sists of the gestures by one video camera. There are two
subjects who knows the Japanese sign language. There are
the gestures of 300 words and 301 sentences with two or
three words in one sentence. The second set consists of
the gestures by two video cameras and the image data are
stereo motion movies. The distance between two cameras
is 0.33 m. There are four subjects who are the experts
of Japanese sign language. The gestures are 300 words
and they are repeated twice. The third set consists of the
gestures by two video cameras as the second set. There
are four subjects who are the experts of Japanese sign
language. The gestures are 64 sentences. Each sentence
consists of three to five words. They are repeated twice.

5.3. Recording setup

A video recording lighting setup is used. Two 1,000-watt
lights are used to illuminate for the subjects, and three
500-watt lights are used for background lighting. The sub-
jects are not exposed to direct lighting. Indirect lighting
reflected off white reflective surfaces (i.e., reflective paper)
on the ceiling and floor is used. White reflective paper is
also placed on the desks in front of the subjects to minimize
facial shadows.

A uniform blue is used as the background color to facil-
itate image recognition. In addition, markers are applied
to indicate the approximate positions of the arms. For
purposes of color separation, red markers are used for the
arms, green for the elbows, and white for the shoulders.
Yellow-green shirts are worn. These arrangements made
it possible to measure position through image processing
without the use of elaborate mechanical equipment.

5.4. Form of distribution

The database will be distributed by DVD-RAMs because
the size of the database is large. The images of subjects
from the waist up are reduced to half size (vertical 240 X
horizontal 320 pixels) and recorded at 30 frames per sec-
ond. The images are raster-scan images with 24-bit pixels
(8 bits per color). Starting point is the upper left. The
starting and ending frame of each gesture are manually
decided and labeled (tagged) for the word.

Use of this database is limited to research purposes,
and is only permitted upon receipt of an application. For



Table 2. Source sound
Class 1 Wood Wooden boards and sticks

Metal Metal boards and stick
Plastic Plastic boards and stick

Class 2 Friction Noise Sound of the saw
Plosive Noise Break chop sticks
Burst Noise Claps

Class 3 Metals Bells
Music instruments Whistles
Electronic sounds Telephone Rings

more detail, visit http://www.rwcp.or.jp/wswg/rwcdb (in
Japanese).

6. SOUND SCENE DATABASE

6.1. Background and Objectives

This project is one of the projects supported by RWCP
(Real World Computing Partnership). The objective of
the project is to provide common standard databases for
research concerning real acoustical environments[6].

It is almost impossible to collect all combinations of the
existing sound sources and real acoustical environments.
Thus, we started to collect two kinds of sound data. The
first data is isolated sounds of environment non-speech
sounds and speech sounds. We call the isolated sounds
recorded in an anechoic room by the word dry source in
this paper. The dry source is free from influences of room
acoustics. The second data is impulse responses in various
acoustical environments. The sound in the environment
can be simulated by convolution of the dry sources and
the impulse responses. However, there are sounds which
is unable to simulate by the convolution such as non point
source sounds and moving sound sources. We are plan-
ning to collect those sounds using a three dimensional mi-
crophone array. The microphone array database enables
to extract arbitrary sounds by various beamforming algo-
rithms.

The data is collected in an anechoic room, a variable
reverberant room, office environments, where many sound
sources exist. Various kinds of sound sources including
speech are also collected as target sounds.

6.2. Dry Source Database

Dry source is the sound recorded in an anechoic room which
is free from room acoustics. The environment sound can be
simulated by convolution of the dry source and an impulse
response if the transmission channel is linear and stable.
We collected three kinds of environment sounds shown in
Table 2. The first class is crash sounds of wood, plastic
and ceramics. The second class and the third class are
composed of sounds occurred when human beings operate
on things like spray, saw, claps, coins, books, pipes, tele-
phones, toys, etc. The sounds of the second class are the
sounds whose source materials can not be easily associated.
Whereas the source materials of the third class sounds can
be easily associated uniquely.

We recorded around 100 samples for about 90 kinds of
sounds sufficient enough for statistical model training. The
recording is conducted in an anechoic room by B&K 4134
microphone and DAT recorder in 48kHz 16bit sampling.
SNRs of the data are around 40-50dB.

Table 3. Recording conditions of impulse Response
A/D, D/A Pavec MD-8000mk2 64ch 24bit

Microphone 54ch Spherical array
14ch Linear array(2.83cm spacing)
16ch Circle array

Source Diatone DS-7 loud speaker
B&K Type 4128 Head-Torso

Source Sounds Time stretched pulse
Phonetically balanced words(216)
Phonetically balanced sentences
(TIMIT(40), JNUS(50))
Real speech

6.3. Impulse Response Database

We collected impulse responses at different locations in
different rooms. The sounds are recorded in an anechoic
room, a variable reverberant room and offices using 3 kinds
of microphone arrays by the Diatone DS-7 loud speaker and
B&K Type4128 Head-Torso. Reverberation times of the
rooms are from 0.01 to 2 seconds. Table 3 shows recording
conditions of impulse responses.

7. CONCLUSION

The paper describes database of 1)Multi-modal interac-
tion, 2)Audio-visual speech, 3)Spoken dialogue with multi-
ple speakers, 4)Gesture of sign language and 5)Sound scene
data in real acoustic environments. These database is nec-
essary to develop multi-modal systems. We hope these
database could play an important role of next technologi-
cal era of multi-modal information processing.
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